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Pointe Adolphe Rey : «Police Des Glaciers»

By Alain Stuber and Romain Vogler 1990

«Police des glaciers» is a beautiful route with varied and consistent climbing in the difficulty. The finger cracks of the
lower part are particularly intense and aesthetic. The compact wall of P7 is very pure, absolutely striking.

: 1h from the Torino Hut , 1h45 from l’Aiguille du Midi
Get to the «bolt and quicklink» on the left of the Pointe Adolphe Rey. Climb some easy bleachers, get to the large
terraces to the right. Locate L2-L3’s thin vertical crack for the start.
Approach

- Glacier gear
- 2 racks of camalot C4’s to n°3 (blue)
- Essential: 2 racks of C3’s from 0-, or X4’s .1, .2, .3
- 1 set of nuts
- 12 quickdraws, of which 3-4 extendibles

- 250m of rock climbing 7a / obligatory 6b+
- 50m rappels. 60m ropes recommended
- 2 bolts and chain at the anchor
- No anchor fitted for R1 and R5
- Rebolted route, vintage P2 start

Itinerary
P1 20m 5c/6a
P2 30m 7a
P3 45m 6c

P4 30m 6a
P5 35m 6c+

From the large terrace, 2 possibilities to get to the start of P2’s difficult crack. For example, take
the crack to the right which goes upwards left. There is no first anchor.
From R1 fire up the very steep wall on the left, vertical of the first bolt. tricky and powerful.
Continue by way of the thin crack, fingertips... C3’s from 0. R2 is to the left on the slab.
To the right, take the fantastic finger crack, 1 bolt at the exit, then go on over an easier section. A
little below R3, the crack becomes more powerful again, 1 piton and 1 bolt. R3 is fitted, to the right
of the corner.
Easier crack pitch, going upwards right. R4 is on the right.
Fire up the short offwidth section on the left, 2 bolts. Clip the second bolt and traverse left under
the roof, to get to a line of hand and fist cracks. Fragile rock in some places. Exit onto a platform.
There is no anchor at the 5th belay.

P6 40m 5c

Switch over towards the right to reach the foot of the compact wall. Crumbly, some loose blocs.
R6 on the platform, well to the right, vertical of the thin crack which stripes the start of the wall

P7 35m 6c+

Directly fire up the steep wall above. Varied climbing, following a crack that is thin at the begining and a little exposed. Continue up a crimpy wall. Memorable... Some bolts. R7 is fitted.

P8 30m 6b+

Climb the wall above the anchor, 2 bolts, then go on by way of an easy crack (the right one). Get
to the ramp that you follow upwards left for a few meters only. Directly get over the bulge to the
right of the ramp, 3 bolts, powerful and slightly exposed mantle. Keep going upwards left. R8 and
the start of the abseiling line are at the top of the summit needle.

Descent
- Abseiling the route
- It is possible to get from R6 to R4 with a 60m rope. Watch out for jammed ropes.
- With a 50m rope, use the intermediate abseil just vertical of R6.
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«Two-part» itinerary

Pointe Adolphe Rey «Police Des Glaciers»
Approach : 1h from the Torino Hut , 1h45 from l’Aiguille du Midi
Get to the «bolt and quicklink» on the left of the Pointe Adolphe Rey. Climb some
easy bleachers, get to the large terraces to the right. Locate L2-L3’s thin vertical
crack for the start.

- Glacier gear
- 2 racks of camalot C4’s to n°3 (blue)
- Essential: 2 racks of C3’s from 0-, or X4’s .1, .2, .3
- 1 set of nuts
- 12 quickdraws, of which 3-4 extendibles

- 250m of rock climbing 7a / obligatory 6b+
- 50m rappels. 60m ropes recommended
- 2 bolts and chain at the anchor
- No anchor fitted for R1 and R5
- Rebolted route, vintage P2 start

Some extra information
P2
A slightly exposed move to reach the first bolt
P5
2 bolts for the offwidth. Be careful with the rock quality at
the end of the pitch.
P7
Thin crack at the start, tricky to protect. Bolts fitted for the rest of
the pitch.

Descent : Abseiling the route

- It is possible to get from R6 to R4 with a 60m rope. Watch out for jammed ropes.
- With a 50m rope, use the intermediate abseil just vertical of R6.
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